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The movement of talent from
enterprises to emerging businesses

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Key takeaways from this report based on behavioural data of
candidates moving from enterprises to smaller organizations:
There has been a year-on-year increase from 2012 to 2015 in
the percentage of enterprise job switchers who are moving
to SMBs
75% of these job switchers belong to the millennial
generation and they rate culture relatively higher than the job
switchers who move to enterprises
This talent pool is also 2 times more active than the average
LinkedIn member in terms of following companies,
connecting with professionals and sharing on the platform
This talent pool provides a unique opportunity to SMBs who
are looking to hire this previously elusive enterprise talent

INTRODUCTION
According to the PWC 19th Annual Global CEO Survey – 2016, CEOs in ASEAN
indicated that the biggest threat to their business today is the availability of key skills.
This is especially pertinent to emerging businesses in the small and mid-sized (SMB)
segment as talent can be their key differentiator when they are looking to scale or even
sustain their business.
Organizations on the cusp of growth, or looking to sustain their competitiveness vis-à-vis
bigger players in the industry, are seeking talent from enterprise organizations that have
gone through similar cycles of progress. By hiring enterprise talent with the requisite
skills and experience, the greatest advantage to SMBs is the ability to tap on the market
expertise, processes and capabilities typically found within a larger organization.
We looked at job switching data on LinkedIn to analyze how skilled talent is moving
from bigger multinational enterprises (> = 500 employees on LinkedIn) to smaller
emerging companies (< 500 employees on LinkedIn) . This report aims to offer some
valuable insights that would enable SMB organizations to better attract skilled talent
especially from larger organizations.

WHAT’S TRENDING #1
GROWING TREND OF MOVEMENT FROM ENTERPRISES TO SMBS

There is a strong upward trend of professionals who are moving from enterprises to smaller organizations. In 2015,
32% of professionals who switched jobs from enterprises moved to SMBs compared to 30% in 2014. Across the Asia
Paciﬁc region, in fact, Southeast Asia ranks higher than India when it comes to this kind of movement.

Year-on-year growth in the percentage
of job switchers moving from
enterprises to SMBs.
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By building a strong employer value proposition, SMBs today can attract and hire skilled talent that was
previously elusive. The playing ﬁeld is leveled to a certain extent as professionals today are open to
opportunities in smaller businesses.

WHAT’S TRENDING #2
MARKETING RELATED SKILLS IN DEMAND BY SMBS

When we compared job switchers who moved to an SMB instead of an enterprise organization, marketing
related skills like social media marketing, events, PR stood out in the former group, as well as multilingualism.
Job switchers with a marketing related skill

29%

21%
Enterprise to enterprise

Enterprise to SMB

Top 5 skills of enterprise to SMB job switchers
Management and Leadership
Process and Project Management
Customer Service
Business Development and Relationship Management

For enterprise to SMB switchers,
“management and leadership” and
“strategy and strategic planning” rank
among the top 5 skills.

Strategy and Strategic Planning
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It is a good time to hire executive level, strategy and marketing talent. When it comes to pipelining
talent, be strategic. Examine not just the current level of workforce capabilities but future business
needs as well.

WHAT’S TRENDING #3
MILLENNIAL TALENT IS ON THE MOVE

With 10 years of experience or less, a signiﬁcant number (75%) fall within the millennial generation. Technologically
savvy and highly innovative in their thinking, they are a likely match for SMBs who need to be nimble to stay ahead.

Years of working experience
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5 to 10 years

33%

More than
10 years

*”The Deloitte Millennial Survey 2016: Winning over the next generation of leaders”, Deloitte
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Tailor your communications to your target
audience and differentiate your employer
brand with a personality or point of view.
Millennials relate and respond to brands
they perceive as authentic and engaging.*

WHAT’S TRENDING #4
COMPENSATION, WORK-LIFE BALANCE AND CAREER PROGRESSION MATTER
The top ﬁve considerations for enterprise to SMB switchers in Southeast Asia are as follows:

67%

63%

43%

Excellent compensation
and beneﬁts

Good work-life balance

Strong career path

38%

35%

Strong employee development

Employee contributions are valued

When we compare this group with those switching between enterprises, three factors stand out. Enterprise to
SMB switchers consider culture and the ability to make an impact slightly more important while viewing job
security as relatively less important.

Compared to those switching between enterprises, enterprise
to SMB switchers consider culture and the ability to make an
impact to be more important while job security less so.
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Build an employer value proposition that is differentiated, one
that appeals to the motivations of this talent segment.

“

“

To me, what matters most in the workplace is freedom and ﬂexibility. I like it when employers
believe in giving autonomy to employees. Online, I would love to see commentary and thoughts
expressed by not just senior leadership but even by employees and middle management.
- Prantik Mazumdar, Digital Marketing, Singapore

WHAT’S TRENDING #5
THEY FOLLOW MORE COMPANIES AND ARE MORE CONNECTED ON LINKEDIN
Compared to the average LinkedIn member in Southeast Asia, enterprise to SMB switchers are much more active,
with a signiﬁcantly higher level of engagement. More than 90% of them use LinkedIn to stay up to date on the
industry and companies they follow.

Compared to the average LinkedIn member, enterprise to SMB
switchers have a signiﬁcantly higher level of engagement.

• Company follows
• Connectedness
• Group activity
• Number of shares

93%

Stay up to date on
industry discussions

• Check Inmail
• Access LinkedIn
via mobile

93%

Enterprise to SMB job
switchers are more active
on LinkedIn.

Learn about companies
and other members

88%

83%

Network with
other professionals

Access LinkedIn
via mobile
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Start building your company’s presence on platforms and touch points that are attracting
the most interest and activity. Cultivate relationships with potential candidates and start
with a conversation rather than a sales pitch.

MOVING FORWARD
1

For SMBs looking to scale up, it is an opportune time to tap on the skills and expertise of enterprise
talent who are on the move.

2

An effective human capital strategy is one that is attuned to the talent marketplace and built on
relevant trends and insights.

3

Talent acquisition is a long-term process that requires active and targeted engagement and
investment in building an employer brand.

4

With word-of-mouth, referrals and social professional networks playing a growing role in inﬂuencing
job seekers, LinkedIn offers invaluable insights and access to in-demand talent for SMBs of the future

METHODOLOGY
Job switchers were identiﬁed from LinkedIn members who indicated changing positions on their proﬁles, over a
one year period (2015). The analysis set was narrowed down to members whose previous positions were at
‘Enterprise’ companies - companies which have over 500 employees as indicated on LinkedIn. Individuals were
identiﬁed, who moved to ‘SMB’ - companies which have less than 500 employees as indicated on LinkedIn.
Based on proﬁle information, various characteristics such as LinkedIn usage patterns, the lengths of their careers,
industries, functions and skills were analysed. Variances as a result of differences in professional, social, and
regional culture, as well as overall site availability and accessibility were not accounted for in the analysis.
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About LinkedIn Talent Solutions
Attract, recruit, and empower the best people for your business with LinkedIn. Get access to quality candidates –
active and passive, external and internal – on the world’s largest professional network of 433 million candidates
globally and 17 million in Southeast Asia.
Learn more

Request free product demo

